
Thursday Night Bus Tour: 

Buses leave at 1:00 pm and return at 12:00 am. 

The 2014 Midwest Haunters Convention pre-convention  bus tour leaves  Columbus late morning/early afternoon Thursday, June 5th on a 

tour of some amazing Ohio haunts! 

For the first time ever on ANY haunt tour we will be visiting the LEGENDARYHaunted Schoolhouse and Laboratory!  This  may be the 

longest running professional non-charity haunted house in operation today and boasts stunning scenes and unique rooms spread over  7 

different floors in two historic buildings. This tour will be lights on with no actors so you will really be able to see the details of these 

world famous attractions!  For more information visitwww.hshlab.com 

Then it is off to the 2 time Guinness World Records holder for the Longest Haunt in the World – The Factory Of Terror!  We will witness 

a burn test demo as firefighters will ignite several small buildings outside the haunt to test the effectiveness of fire retardants, and 

 then it will be time for dinner catered at the attraction.  Following the meal you will begin your exploration of this massive and 

terrifying event, walking over 3/4 of a mile,  more than 55,000 square feet of haunt through 4 different haunted houses including the 

debut of one ALL NEW attraction being built for the 2014 season! This will be a full production show with actors so be ready to scream! 

For more information visitwww.fotohio.com 

But it is not over yet!  We will then board our buses and head to the over the top Bloodview Haunted House, home of the Legion of 

Terror Acting Troupe!  In this full production show you will experience a full on assault to your senses  by the industry’s oldest and most 

infamous haunt actors renowned for elaborate make-up and intense interactive acting! 

Bloodview Haunted House has been a leader in the haunted attraction industry for years, bringing a level of professionalism to the 

“charity haunt” arena usually only seen in big for-profit concerns. From the moment you cross the archway, you will be surrounded by 

monsters, they interact with you, they hunt you, they entertain you. This is what sets Bloodview apart from other haunts in the area, to 

the Legion, this is not a “Job”, it is the “Show”, it is a performance, one with which you may interact, you’re not just a customer, 

you’re a guest and an audience member. Every Actor is a Volunteer, there are no salaries, or hourly wages, they do it to entertain you 

the audience member. The Lions donate all the proceeds of the haunted house to various charities local/national/international. Planned 

theme weekends with spontaneous group acts outside in the lot, monsters stalking you from the moment you enter the parking lot, and 

the creative use of set design and makeup and costuming are just some of the areas where Bloodview still stands above the 

competition. The show itself, as always, is different every night – the talented actors and artists of the Legion of Terror create new 

scary characters using Hollywood-style special effect make-up and use no masks, no scripts, just improv acting skills and twisted 

imagination. The oldest haunted attraction troupe in the world, The Legion of Terror has been helping raise money for charity since 

1985. For more information visit www.bloodview.net 

This one day tour is an absolute must see event – you may never get another chance to see these three shocking events on one tour!  Get 

your tickets today! 

Sponsored by Darklight 
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Friday Bus Tour: Day 

An All Day Paranormal Bus Tour 

One Bus – only 48 tickets – $80 

Includes: Bus, lunch & two ghost tours! 

We’ve chartered a bus for an all day Paranormal Ghost Tour.  The bus departs from the Hyatt at 9:30 am (you can start checking in at 

8:45) and returns at 5:30 pm.  We’re going to tour the Ohio State Reformatory and the Bissman Building in Mansfield, Ohio.  This all day 

tour includes a charter bus ride, guided tours and lunch.  You’ll visit two of the most popular haunted buildings in Ohio.   Both 

attractions have been visited by several Ghost Tour Hunting groups and they’ve documented their visits on numerous TV shows. 

   

Pictures of the Bissman Building 

The tour includes catered lunch at the Bissman.  There will be tour guides at both attractions who will provide information on the 

history of the building and locations of paranormal activities.  Both of these buildings have documented numerous unexplained 

disturbances.  Enter them at your own risk.   The tours are not recommended for children or people with a heart condition or mental 

disabilities. 

  

Pictures of the Ohio State Reformatory. 

The Ohio State Reformatory was constructed in 1886 in Mansfield,Ohio.  The prison operated for 94 years with a legacy of abuse, 

torture, and murder.   Denounced by civil rights activists for its “brutalizing and inhumane conditions,” the prison eventually shut down 

in 1990.   Over 200 men rest unclaimed in a cheerless graveyard just outside the fence.  Now, within the decaying walls of this 

abandoned prison, the restless spirits of its prisoners and workers are said to still remain confined. 

After taking over ownership of the prison in 1995, the Mansfield Reformatory Preservation Society (“MRPS”) unsealed the prison for 

ghost tours.  The prison is considered among ghost hunters as one of the most active haunted places in the United States.  Paranormal 

investigators have captured numerous orb photographs and haunting EVPs.  Many report unexplained cold spots and equipment 

malfunctions. 

If you enjoy the study of paranormal activities or you’d like to search for the unexplained, then this limited opportunity is for you.  

Everyone will need to sign liability release forms on site.  We’re limited to only one bus and open to the first 48 people to purchase 

tickets.  The attractions will be open to our bus tour group only. 

For more info on the Bissman  http://www.hauntedbissmanbuilding.com/ 

For more info on the Ohio State Reformatory http://www.deadohio.com/mansfieldreformatory.htm 

http://www.mrps.org/ 

Friday Paranormal Tour sponsored by 
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Friday Night Bus Tour & Party: 

Buses will start leaving for the Friday night tour from 6:00 pm – 7:30 pm; the last returning bus will drop off at 11:00 pm. 

After many years The Friday Night Midwest Haunt Tour returns to visit the world famous Scarefactory! Explore this massive production 

facility and see giant monsters, cool effects, fabrication demos and as many as three massive haunted attractions under construction for 

the 2014 season! This will be a rare behind the scenes tour of the world’s largest manufacturer of animatronics for the haunt industry 

filled with surprises and terrifyingly cool products that you won’t want to miss! Visit www.scarefactory.com for more information. 

After the Scarefactory tour, buses roll out to see the massive ScareAtortium! The ScareAtorium is the ULTIMATE FEAR EXPERIENCE in one 

of Ohio’s best and largest haunted attractions. The 40,000 square foot venue, located in Columbus, features two attractions: the 

“Northland Asylum” and “Rip’s 3D Funhouse.” A combination of special effects techniques are used to thrill guests, ranging from highly 

detailed sets and the latest props to acting techniques and elaborate characters! Visit www.scareatorium.com for more information. 

Friday Night Haunt Tour sponsored by 

 

Following the ScareAtorium buses will return to the convention center in time for the Friday Haunt Tour After Party. At the Legendary 

Haunted Tour 2013 we visited two amazing haunted houses that are part of the Thirteenth Floor Entertainment Group Family: 13th Floor 

San Antonio and House of Torment. We expected to visit 2 epic events, but to our surprise, we were really treated to three – 13th Floor 

San Antonio, House of Torment, and the Saturday Night Party. After umpteen trips down the shot luge, break dancing in the living 

room, killing the margarita machines, dancing with the DJ, crowd funding a start-up and 4 rounds of strip jenga, it was apparent that 

aside from their talent to produce legendary haunted houses the Thirteenth Floor Entertainment Group has a talent for throwing a 

phenomenal party! 

This year TransWorld takes over MHC and introduces MHC’s first ever FRIDAY NIGHT PARTY produced by the Thirteenth  Floor 

Entertainment Group. Epic times await for you Friday Night at MHC! 

Tickets for the Friday Night Tour and the Friday Night After Party AVAILABLE NOW! 

Party sponsored by 
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